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It is known that wild geese flying in formation take turns in the lead position.
When the goose on point wavers he drops back into the formation and a more
rested bird takes the lead and breaks the wind for the group.

Jim Neuzil has been flying point for the Counts for more years than any of us
can remember and is finally ready to drop back and take a bit of a breather. Thus I
(with a lot of help) am going to step up and try my hand at the helm of Streetin’
News. I am not sure if I am a grey goose or an ugly duckling but I will try my best to
produce a palatable rag . If you have comments or improvements don’t be afraid to
let your voice be heard.

Streetin’ News helps us know what other Counts are doing (car wise any-
way). The more help I can get from members, the better the newsletter can be. If
you attend an event, a car show, a garage tour etc. snap two or three photos and
send me a paragraph or two. Don’t worry about misspelled words etc. I can clean
it up if you just get it to me.

The big news looming in our very near future is , of course, the 19th Counts
Car Show which will be February16-18 at the Rapid City Civic Center. Rather than
reprint all the information here I will simply steer you toward the Counts web page
at www.Countscarclub.com where you will find applications and all the pertinent
poop. Gary and crew are, as always, putting out a ton of effort and it will be well
worth your time to help out wherever you can.’

Since we missed a newsletter or two over the last few months we are just go-
ing to start fresh and skip a lot of areas including last summers event coverage.

I wanted to point out that Jack Venable was thanked in a letter to Street Sce-
ne magazine for having stepped up and helping a Fellow Pages street rodder out
of a pickle. Turns out this happened a couple summers ago. Oh well, better late
than never, Right Shakey? Al Smith



Our Prez sez

Well, here it is the first of the year and the Counts Club has hit the

ground running. I’ll be the first to admit that the meetings are a bit crazy, but

hopefully they will improve with time. The Counts 19th annual Civic Center

Car Show is doing well in the planning stages and I urge fellow members to

get involved.

Though the temperatures are a little on the nippy side, I am sure there

are some wrenches being turned on some cool rides in garages around the Rapid

City area in preparation for the warmer days that will surely come. So without

further ado, I’ll wish all the Counts and hot rodders everywhere a Happy

New Year of good health and great wealth. Ya gotta drive ‘em!

Counts Car Club Civic Center Show information and applications can be

found at Counts website www.countscarclub.com or on our facebook page.

�ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ͕ �:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ��WĂŐĞ�ϯ



/ƚ�ŝƐ�ŬŶŽǁ Ŷ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁ ŝůĚ�ŐĞĞƐĞ�ŇǇŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ�

�������������ƚĂŬĞ�ƚƵƌŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ůĞĂĚ�ƉŽƐŝƟŽŶ͘ �t ŚĞŶ�ƚŚĞ�

�������������ŐŽŽƐĞ�ŽŶ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ƟƌĞƐ�ŚĞ�ĚƌŽƉƐ�ďĂĐŬ�ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ǀ ĞĞ�ĂŶĚ�Ă�

more rested bird takes the lead and breaks the wind for the group.

Jim Neuzil has been flying point for the Counts for more years than most of us can remem-

ber and is finally ready to drop back and take a bit of a breather. Thusly, I (with a lot of help) am 

ŐŽŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĞƉ�ƵƉ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĂŬĞ�ŵǇ�ƚƵƌŶ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�ŚĞůŵ�ŽĨ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ͘ �/͛ŵ�ŶŽƚ�ƐƵƌĞ�ŝĨ�/�Ăŵ�Ă�ŐƌĞǇ�ŐŽŽƐĞ�

or an ugly duckling but I will try best to produce a palatable rag. If you have comments or

improvements don’t be afraid to let your voice be heard.

^ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ�ŚĞůƉƐ�ƵƐ�ŬŶŽǁ �ǁ ŚĂƚ�ŽƵƌ�ĨĞůůŽǁ ��ŽƵŶƚƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�;ĐĂƌ�ǁ ŝƐĞ͕�ĂŶǇǁ ĂǇͿ͘�dŚĞ�

ŵŽƌĞ�ŚĞůƉ�/�ĐĂŶ�ŐĞƚ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ƚŚĞ�ďĞƩĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǁ ƐůĞƩĞƌ�ǁ ŝůů�ďĞ͘��/Ĩ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƩ ĞŶĚ�Ă�ĐĂƌ�ƐŚŽǁ ͕ �ĂŶ�

Ğǀ ĞŶƚ͕ �Ă�ŐĂƌĂŐĞ�ƚŽƵƌ�Žƌ�ũƵƐƚ�ƐĞĞ�ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�ĂƵƚŽŵŽƟǀ ĞůǇ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ�ƉůĞĂƐĞ�ƐŶĂƉ�ƚǁ Ž�Žƌ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ƉŚŽͲ

tos and send me a paragraph or two. Don’t worry about misspelled words etc. I can clean it up if

you just get it to me.

We have a really BIG DEAL coming up. It is, of course the 19th Counts Car Show February

16-ϭϴ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�ZĂƉŝĚ��ŝƚǇ��ŝǀ ŝĐ��ĞŶƚĞƌ͘�:ƵƐƚ�ŐŽ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ��ŽƵŶƚƐ�ǁ ĞďƐŝƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƉĞƌƟŶĞŶƚ�ƉŽŽƉ͘ �' ĂƌǇ�<͘ �ĂŶĚ�

ŚŝƐ�ĐƌĞǁ �ĂƌĞ�ĂůƌĞĂĚǇ�ďƵƐƟŶŐ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ďƵŶƐ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŬĞ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ�ŐŽŽĚ�ŽŶĞ͘�/ƚ�ŝƐ�ǁ ŝůů�ďĞ�ƌĞǁ ĂƌĚŝŶŐ�ĨŽƌ�

you and the Counts to step up and help wherever you can.

^ŝŶĐĞ�ǁ Ğ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ŵŝƐƐĞĚ�ƐĞǀ ĞƌĂů�ŵŽŶƚŚƐ�ŽĨ�ŶĞǁ ƐůĞƩĞƌƐ�ǁ Ğ�ĂƌĞ�ũƵƐƚ�ŐŽŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƐƚĂƌƚ�ĨƌĞƐŚ�ŝŶ�Ă�ůŽƚ�

of areas including coverage of last summer’s shows and events.

/�ǁ ĂŶƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŵĞŶƟŽŶ�ƚŚĂƚ�:ĂĐŬ�s ĞŶĂďůĞ�ǁ ĂƐ�ƚŚĂŶŬĞĚ�ŝŶ�Ă�ůĞƩĞƌ�ƚŽ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƚ�̂ ĐĞŶĞ�ŵĂŐĂǌŝŶĞ�

for stepping up and helping a Fellow Pages street rodder out of a pickle. Turns out this happened

Ă�ĐŽƵƉůĞ��ƐƵŵŵĞƌƐ�ĂŐŽ͘ �K Ś�ǁ Ğůů͕�ďĞƩĞƌ�ůĂƚĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŶĞǀ Ğƌ͕�ZŝŐŚƚ�̂ ŚĂŬĞǇ͍ �������ů�̂ ŵŝƚŚ���������������

Check out our website at

www.countscarclub.com �ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ͕ �:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ���WĂŐĞ�ϰ



ϲϬ�zĞĂƌƐ͙ ͘ ĂŶĚ��ŽƵŶƟŶŐ����
The oldest continuously operating car club in South Dakota (and one of the old-

est in the nation) celebrated it’s 60th birthday in October. The planning took

lots of effort and forethought. The event was tremendously fun and it was over

before you knew it. A lot like sex, near as I can remember.

The Counts began in 1957 and within months Jim Neuzil had joined them.

He is still an active Count today and was the wind that propelled the 60th Anni-

versary Reunion and Ban-

quet to completion. The

event was October 21st . It

was held at the Ramada in

Black HawkHawk .

The evening commenced with a Happy Hour with entertainment provid-

ed by the oh-so-talented Potter Family. A full scale buffet style supper fol-

lowed and was enjoyed by a room full of Counts, both present and past. Dur-

ing our meal a video presentation of past and present Counts Cars was shown.

When the last piece of cake was devoured the real fun began.

Dean Robertson, who made his living manufacturing

and selling exhaust systems for competition snowmo-

biles, regaled the audience with stories from his

childhood and early youth. He was a bit of an engi-

neering prodigy in his youth and is an accomplished

entertainer and storyteller to this day. Many of the

mechanical accomplishments he described were be-

yond the understanding of his audience but his hu-

mor was grasped by everyone. (more)

�ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �EĞǁ Ɛ�:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ�WĂŐĞ�ϱ



͙ ͘ ĂŶĚ��ŽƵŶƟŶŐ�ƉĂŐĞ�ƚǁ Ž���������������������������������������������
Ten years ago Bob Rohrbach first introduced his ‘junk sculptures’ at the 50th Counts

Reunion and declared that he ‘was not an artist”. In the years since he has learned that he

truly is an artist.

Dan Duncan and other Counts gath-

ered up a barrel of used engine parts and

Bob did his magic to weld up 16 or 17 (don’t

remember exactly) automotive sculptures

and auctioneer Kevin McPherson, as usu-

al, encouraged frenzied bidding from the

audience. Rush went home with three of

the prized art pieces and every sculpture

brought good money. A diecast car was

also raffled for the benefit of Peyton Ra-

terman, whose story is elsewhere in this

newslet-

ter.

The night came to a

close with the presentation of awards. The tee shirt cars

were New Machine: Tommie Relf’s black Cadillac hardtop.

Tommie is a new member this year, joining just after the Rod

Run. New Rod: John Stauffacher’s recently completed ‘37

Chevrolet sedan and Car of the Year: Denny Volmer’s adora-

ble pale yellow “65 Chevelle convertible. Congratulations to

each of these COUNTS.

Hope you can all make it to our 65th in October, 2022.

Don’t forget that this year is also the historic 50th year for

�ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ�:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ�WĂŐĞ�ϲ



A WHILE BACK I HANDED OUT A QUESTIONAIRE asking what projects are being

screwed together in Counts members’ garages. I think we just scratched the surface but

ǁ Ğ�ĚŝĚ�Į ŶĚ�ŽƵƚ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ�ŝƌŽŶ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ŵŽĚŝĮ ĞĚ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ƚŽǁ Ŷ͘ �' ĞĂƌŚĞĂĚƐ�

ůŽǀ Ğ�ƚŽ�ůŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�ŽƚŚĞƌƐ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ�ďƵƚ�ƐŽŵĞƟŵĞƐ�ůŝŬĞ�ƚŽ�ŬĞĞƉ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�Žǁ Ŷ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ�ƵŶĚĞƌ�

ǁ ƌĂƉƐ�ƵŶƟů�ƚŚĞ�Į ŶŝƐŚŝŶŐ�ƚŽƵĐŚĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŽŶĞ͘��

Bob Myers is well under way on a ‘39 Chevy pickup. It is set up with a 327 and 4 speed; Mustang

II front end; power rack, 11 inch power disc brakes, 9 inch Ford posi rear; sway bars both front and

rear and 2 1/2 inch exhaust.

��������Žď�ŚĂƐ�ƚŚĞ��ĐŚĂƐƐŝƐ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ�ĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂŝŶƚĞĚ��ĂŶĚ�ŝƐ�ŶŽǁ �ƚƵƌŶŝŶŐ�ŚŝƐ�ĂƩ ĞŶƟŽŶ�ƚŽ�ďŽĚǇ�

ǁ ŽƌŬ�ĂŶĚ�ƉĂŝŶƚ�ĂƐ�ŚŝƐ�ǁ ŝŶƚĞƌ�ƟŵĞ��ũŽď͘ ��, Ğ�ŝƐ�ĞŶǀ ŝƐŝŽŶŝŶŐ�Ă�Ϯ�ŝŶĐŚ�ƚŽƉ�ĐŚŽƉ͕ �ǁ ŚŝƚĞ�ǁ ĂůůƐ�ŽŶ�ĐŚƌŽŵĞ�

wheels and leather upholstery. The ‘39 will be, what else, Bob Myers red! I f you have seen Bob’s

other projects you know this will be a stunner!

D Ǉ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ĂůƐŽ�ĂƐŬĞĚ�ǁ ŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ŵĂǇ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ŽŶ�ǇŽƵƌ�ďƵĐŬĞƚ�ůŝƐƚ�͘��Žď͛ Ɛ�ĂŶƐǁ Ğƌ�͞ Ă�, ĞŶƌǇ�:�

gasser and a blown hemi anything” I hope Santa can get at least one of those in his sleigh .

Whatcha got stuck in your Garage?

Tom Schmanski’s father bought his 1956 210 in 1974 from a junk yard for the princely sum of

$48 (towing and storage). The car had a 235 inline six and overdrive and Tom drove it for 100,000

miles and learned to repair it along the way. Tom’s friend, Roy Dyce from Sioux Falls saw the car and

convinced Tom to turn it into a mild custom and to hop up the old stovebolt. Tom’s hope is to be

driving his ‘56 in 2018. The only thing Tom listed on his bucket list was a 12 port inline. This guy is a

dyed in the wool inliner.

�Žď��ŝĞŬŵĂŶŶ�ŝƐ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�ŽŶĞ�ƌŝƉ�ƌŽĂƌŝŶŐ�ŐƌŽĐĞƌǇ�ŐĞƩ Ğƌ͘��̂ ƚĂƌƟŶŐ�ǁ ŝƚŚ�Ă�ϭϵϰϴ�&ŽƌĚ�&-1 panel truck

he has tossed a whole lot of delicious goodies in the pot to enhance the stew. Like a 2014 5.0 Ford

D ƵƐƚĂŶŐ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ͖ �ϲ�ƐƉĞĞĚ�ĂƵƚŽŵĂƟĐ�ƚƌĂŶŶǇ͕��ĂŬŽƚĂ�ĚŝŐŝƚĂů�ŐĂƵŐĞƐ͕ �D ƵƐƚĂŶŐ�//�ĨƌŽŶƚ�ĞŶĚ͕ �Ăŝƌ�ĐŽŶĚŝͲ

ƟŽŶĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ŚĞĂƚ͘ ��ůů�ƵƉŚŽůƐƚĞƌǇ�ĂŶĚ�ǁ ŽƌŬ�ŚĂƐ�ďĞĞŶ�ĚŽŶĞ�ďǇ��Žď�ŚŝŵƐĞůĨ͘ ��dŚŝƐ�ŽŶĞ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�Ă�

beauty just like his copper pickup. (More)
�ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ E Ğǁ Ɛ�:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ�WĂŐĞ�ϳ



Skip Abell in his own words:

       Over 22 years ago, Gary Kreun told us about a ’29 Roadster that might be for sale off 

^ŚĞƌŝĚĂŶ�>ĂŬĞ��ůǀ Ě͘ ���ŶŝƚĂ�ĂŶĚ�/�ƋƵŝĐŬůǇ�ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚĞĚ�>ǇůĞ�WŽŐƵĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĂů�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞĂů͘���ƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƟŵĞ͕�

our daughter had a month-old son, named Travis. Pam and Travis accompanied us for the

great buy. We have made slow progress over these years; the project is nearing comple-

ƟŽŶ͘ ��D ƵĐŚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŚĞĞƚ�ŵĞƚĂů�ǁ ŽƌŬ�ǁ ĂƐ�ĚŽŶĞ�ǁ ŚŝůĞ�/�ĂƩ ĞŶĚĞĚ�ĐůĂƐƐĞƐ�ĂůŽŶŐ�ǁ ŝƚŚ��ĞŶŶǇ�

Volmer, Al Smith, Steve Kroger and a couple of other non-club friends at Gene Jobgen’s

�Θ��ZĞƐƚŽƌĂƟŽŶ͘ ��t Ğ�ĂƌĞ�ĨŽƌĞǀ Ğƌ�ŐƌĂƚĞĨƵů�ƚŽ�' ĞŶĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŚŝƐ�ŝŶǀ ĂůƵĂďůĞ�ŚĞůƉ�ǁ ŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ͘ ��

He’s been with us from the beginning with advice, parts sourcing and moral support. I built

the ’32 frame from a set of American Stamping rails purchased from Speedway Motors. I

created the boxing plates. Gene and I bent the crossmembers, much of the suspension has

come from swap-meets. Our son, Bub built the 67 Camaro 283 in 1996. I purchased the

three-ĚĞƵĐĞ�ŝŶƚĂŬĞ�ŵĂŶŝĨŽůĚ�ĨƌŽŵ�ZƵƐŚ��ůůŝŽƩ �ƐŽŵĞƟŵĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂƚĞ�ϵϬ͛Ɛ͘ ��/�ƌĞĐĞŶƚůǇ�ĐŽŵͲ

pleted paint in my shop in Piedmont. The paint is a base-clear, and has been color-sanded.

I first primed the body and frame, then taped the scallops over the grey primer with 1/8” 

tape. I then sealed everything with white epoxy, then painted and masked the 1956 Chevy

Adobe beige; then quickly retaping the beige and sprayed the 1985 Chrysler Carrera Red. I

then removed (carefully) the 1/8” tape, leaving a grey pinstripe to separate the colors; and

finally covered everything with four coats of clear.  Product used was PPG.  The paint pro-

cess from epoxy to clear coat took me approximately 12 hours in one day! At this point, I

Ăŵ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƟŶŐ�ďƌĂŬĞ�ǁ ŽƌŬ͘��EĞǆƚ�ǁ ŝůů�ďĞ�ŝŶƐƚĂůůŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ�ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌŝůǇ�

so I can build the exhaust system. Bub and I plan to re-build the Turbo 350 transmission in

my shop. I have already installed the IDITIT steering column and wired the body, and gaug-

es. It has an 8” Ford rear-ĞŶĚ�ǁ ŝƚŚ�Ă�ϯ ͘ Ϯϱ͗ ϭ�ƌĂƟŽ͘ ����ŶŝƚĂ�ĂŶĚ�/�ƉůĂŶ�ƚŽ�ĚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƵƉŚŽůƐƚĞƌǇ�

ourselves, we have already built the seats, and made all the interior panels. I have no idea

when it will be finished, as the process is most enjoyable.  There are no other projects on 

my “wanna do someday” bucket. Maintaining our ’31 Ford, ’41 Chevy, and ’50 GMC Pickup

long with the roadster will keep me busy enough.

dǁ Ž�ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĂƩ ĂĐŚĞĚ͕ �Į ƌƐƚ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů�Žǁ ŶĞƌƐ�ǁ ŝƚŚ�dƌĂǀ ŝƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀ ŝŶŐ�ďůĂŶŬĞƚ͕ �

second is Travis and I with the project as it is today. (More)

�ŽƵŶƚƐ�̂ ƚƌĞĞƟŶ͛ �E Ğǁ Ɛ�:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ�ϮϬϭϴ�WĂŐĞ�ϴ
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